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Health Professional Recommended
Medicare Code: E0629

Keeps People Independent Wherever They Go

TaRGET CusToMER

●  Customers who need some help getting up due to arthritis, Parkinson's, MS, ALS or
    other joint and neuromuscular conditions.
●  Customers who have a lot of pain in the joints of their arms, legs or hips when rising,
    but are otherwise fairly mobile.
●  People who own a lift chair but need something to take along when they go outside their home.
●  Customers who have sufficient strength in their arms and/or legs to initiate the standing motion
    (Seat Assist provides 80% lift).

MEdICaRE

●  HCPCS Code: E0629, Medicare Part B
●  Requires Certificate of Medical Necessity (CMN) from a physician.
●  Conditions include arthritis, degenerative joint and neuromuscular diseases.

CusToMER bEnEfITs

●  Keeps people independent in and
    outside the home.
●  Keeps people's muscles exercised.
●  Can be used inside or anywhere outdoors.

bEsT sEaTs To usE

●  Ordinary chair
●  Park bench
●  Church pew
●  Theater seat

uplift seat assist® is a mechanical lifting cushion that helps 
people stand up without assistance. Powered by a hydro-pneumatic 
gas spring, Seat Assist activates automatically as users begin to stand, 
lifting up to 80% of their weight.



Uplift Technologies Inc.
#19-10 Morris Drive

Dartmouth, NS Canada B3B 1K8
www.up-lift.com

The breathable fabric cover
is waterproof and machine 

washable in cold water.
Comes in black.

WATERPROOF

The memory foam cushion 
has a water resistant coating 
that can be wiped down with 

mild soap and water. 

EASY CARE

Slow release memory foam
provides additional comfort

and prevention against
pressure sores. 

MEMORY FOAM 
CUSHION

The base has a built-in handle 
and a non-slip material covering 
that prevents the cushion from 

shifting on fabric seating surfaces.

BUILT-IN HANDLE
NON-SKID BOTTOM

Weight setting grooves calibrate 
the strength and height of the 
lifting action to suit individual 

users weighing from
80 to 350lb (36-159 kg).

ADJUSTABLE LIFT

The flexible seat curves to a flat 
surface that lifts users up on a 

level plane. This patented design 
provides for a safe lift up, with 
no forward dumping motion.

PATENTED

FEATurES

UPLIFT SEAT ASSIST SPECIFICATIONS

Model number MED-UL 100
   for users 80-230lb (36-104kg)

   MED-UL 300
   for users 195-350lb (88-159kg) 

Medicare Code E0629

Weight Capacity 80-350lb (36-159kg)
   depending upon model

Warranty  1 Year Limited

Weight  Product 9lb/5.4kg
  Shipping 10lb/4.5kg

seat dimensions Depth 19in/48cm
  Width 17in/43cm

seat Height  Open 10 in/25 cm
  Flat 2in/5cm

Patent number 5,316,370

Model MEd-uL100 (80-230lb)
Model MEd-uL300 (195-350lb)

TWO-WAY ASSISTANCE
To get up, users simply shift forward and begin to stand.
The gas spring activates automatically, lifting up to 80% of 
their weight. The gas spring is also bi-directionally dampened 
to ensure users are seated gently, and do not risk injury by 
falling into their seats.


